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Gripping trays  
perfect in form
Easy, clean, quickly installed: with the new  
GN 731 series of handles, Ganter expands its 
extensive range of gripping elements. The 
attractively designed gripping trays are  
mounted by snap-in function.

Folding handles for assembly in doors, machines, containers or 
safety equipment are just some of the interesting standard elements 
in Ganter‘s range. It includes the GN 425.8 folding handle with 
powder-coated zinc die-cast handle with recessed tray and handles 
made of chromed steel or stainless steel, the GN 825.1 plastic 
folding handle with spring-loaded return and the GN 825.2 folding 
handle also made of polyamide whose handle drops down flush into 
a tray.

While all these elements are fixed with two or four screws, the new 
GN 731 gripping trays are mounted without screws with snap-in 
function. As there is no need to set drill holes, there is a clear time 
advantage when it comes to assembly, coupled with virtually 
unlimited options of use.

The new handle series made of glass-fibre-reinforced polyamide  
are available in different design variants which differ in terms of 
dimensions, shape and properties.

First, there are the attractive GN 731 gripping trays in the Ergostyle 
design – available in three sizes and in black-grey and white 
Cleanline versions. The slimmer GN 731.1 is offered in two sizes 
and three colours. Beside the standard design, both series are also 
made in self-extinguishing thermoplastic material on request.

Very similar to GN 731 in external appearance, GN 733  gripping 
trays differ by needing two screws covered by a small cap in six 
Ergostyle colours. The standard element, temperature-resistant up 
to 100°C, is fitted in return with an optional flap to close off the 
gripping tray (Type S).

Next come the GN 739, specially developed for sliding doors and 
therefore designed for bi-directional use. The gripping trays made  
of glass-fibre-reinforced polyamide are available in black-grey or in 
white Cleanline design.

More in the internet at www.ganter-griff.de
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